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Sir Alex phones Vita Cortex
workers with this advice...

STiCk in
There

Picture: CC braveheartsports

Backing:
Sir Alex
Ferguson

Manchester United manager
alex Ferguson made a surprise
phone call to the Vita cortex
workers on February 13 to tell
them he supported their fight and
to “stick in there” until they secured victory.
the sporting legend expressed
his admiration and backing for the
workers' stand for justice.
he told them he had been involved in the apprentice strikes at
the clyde shipyards in 1961 and
understood what they were going
through in their battle to secure
agreed redundancy terms.
sIPtU organiser anne egar described it as a “magical moment”

to hear sir alex endorse the
workers’ stand and reassure them
that they would succeed if they
stick together and fight for what is
just.
she said: “When someone like
alex Ferguson tells you perseverance and teamwork will see you
win out, it is of course a huge
boost."
Vita cortex worker Jim Power,
who spoke to Mr Ferguson, described the phone call as a "massive boost".
"he spoke about his involvement in an apprentice boys' strike
in Glasgow and told us to 'stick in
there’. I'm a Man United supporter

Perseverance
and team work
will win out
in the end
so I'm delighted but everyone
here – even the Liverpool Fc
guys – are saying 'fair play'." Last
month, veteran human rights activist noam chomsky emailed the
workers to voice his suppport for
their “determination to carry on in
the face of suffering and oppression”.
his January 19 email concluded:
“I hope that your courageous and
honourable actions will be a model
that will inspire others as well to
act instead of succumbing passively,
and wish you the greatest success
in this just and crucial campaign
for basic rights.”
the call from the Man Utd boss

came two days after more than
5,000 people marched in solidarity
with the Vita cortex workers
through the centre of cork.
speaking at the rally, organised
by the cork council of trade
Unions, anne egar praised the
workers’ “stamina and principle”
and vowed they would not succumb.
the Vita cortex workers are
entering their third month occupying their former workplace on the
Kinsale road, cork.
the facility was closed on
December 16 with management
claiming they could not honour
agreed redundancy terms.

Congress: Jobs plan fails on ‘demand deficit’
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Resist anti-worker laws
nIPsa general secretary Brian
campfield has called on the stormont assembly and executive to
resist the “anti-worker” and “antitrade union” agenda being driven
by the UK coalition government.
Writing in the union’s quarterly
journal NIPSA News, he pointed out
that even though the UK already
had the most draconian anti-trade
union legislation in europe, the
Westminster government was
wanting to “tip the scales even further to the disadvantage of work-

ers”. Pinpointing threats to current
health and safety legislation, Mr
campfield, left, said: “Business
claims these laws are too burdensome. there you have it. the health
and safety of workers is a burden
on business. nothing is sacred.”
But he noted that though these
initiatives originated with the UK
government, “ the power to determine many of these matters”
rested with the assembly and executive.
“there would be no point in de-

volution if every UK government
policy or initiative was slavishly applied in northern Ireland.
“the northern Ireland executive
can make a difference on these
matters.
“that is why we must build up
the pressure on the devolved administration and political parties at
stormont to ensure they don’t follow the Westminster lead on attacking and diminishing the
hard-won rights of workers and
their trade unions.”

Equality and Mental Health guides launched
CONGRESS equality officer
David Joyce has welcomed
the publication earlier this
month of two new guides
dealing with mental health
and equality.
Speaking at the launch in
Dublin on February 2, he
said the guides were a
timely reminder that those
suffering discrimination in
the workplace because of
mental health issues were
covered under legislation
dealing with disability.
Workers, he added, had an
entitlement to “reasonable
accommodation” by employers.
The guides were developed for the See Change
programme which aims to
reduced the stigma and discrimination associated with
mental illness.
Equality and Mental
Health: How the Law Can
Help You provides practical
infomation on equality
rights in employment as
well as access to services.
Equality and Mental
Health: What the Law Means
for Your Workplace provides
information for employers
on their responsibilities to
employees.
Back row: David Joyce, ICTU; Siobhan Connell, Expert by Experience; Dr Liam MacGabhann, School of Nursing
and Human Sciences, DCU; John Saunders, Shine Front row: Pippa Woolnough, Amnesty; Renee Dempsey,
Equality Authority; Shari McDaid, Mental Health Reform; and Kara McGann, IBEC

http://www.ictu.ie/equality/

CWU: Fine threat ‘outrageous’

255 jobs go

cOMMUnIcatIOn Workers’
Union general secretary steve Fitzpatrick has described regulator
comreg’s €12m fine threat against
an Post as "an outrageous and
wasteful attack” that puts thousands of postal jobs in danger.
comreg – the authority for regulating the communications sector
in the republic – announced on
February 9 that it had initiated proceedings against the national postal
operator.
Mr Fitzpatrick called the legal action “totally unjustified” and
claimed the company, working with
the cWU, had made “huge invest-

cWU deputy general secretary andy
Kerr has described as “devastating
news”, the February 14 announcement
by call centre group hcL that it was
closing its armagh site with the loss of
255 jobs.
he said: “armagh is a small community and the closure of this call centre
will be a big hit for the local economy.
Unemployment is rising and finding
alternative work will be a major challenge for these workers.
“We want hcL to show responsibility towards its employees and do
everything possible to find alternative
work for these call centre staff in
northern Ireland.“

ments” in improving the quality of
service.
“this has led to year-on-year improvements in the service levels
which are now very close to meeting the target of 94% next day deliveries."
he pointed out that an Post provided a vital public service and was
a major national employer with
more than 9,000 staff.
"an Post is an internationally respected postal service provider and
a valued part of the fabric of our
community. the company delivers
a vital public service at one of the
most competitive levels in europe."
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Links to the guides available at

Mr Fitzpatick said he feared the
legal action would “fatally undermine the viability of rural post and
put thousands of jobs at risk".
Pointing that an Post had been
struggling with the consequences
of a fall in mail volumes, he added:
"It is truly incredible that the regulator would decide that now is the
time to impose a fine, without
warning, that is several multiples of
the profits made by the company
last year.
“this is a wasteful and unnecessary distraction to the company
and its workforce. It really does
beggar belief!"
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Congress flags up
plan’s deficiencies
‘Demand deficit’ not addressed

CONGRESS has warned the ambitious
job creation targets contained in the
Action Plan for Jobs won’t be met until
the Irish government addresses what
it calls the “demand deficit” in the
Republic’s economy.
General secretary David Begg welcomed the plan as it “showed a desire
to place jobs at the heart of Government policy,” but said it suffered
from key deficiencies.
Mr Begg claimed failure to address
the collapse in domestic demand
means jobs will continue to be lost.
He said: “At least two more austerity budgets will shrink the economy
to four-fifths of its size before the
crisis.
“A contraction of this size means

What about long-term jobless?

jobs will continue to haemorrhage
and emigration increase unless the
demand deficit is addressed.
“Congress has already submitted
detailed proposals to the government
on how we can secure investment,
create jobs and stimulate demand,
through incentivising private pension
funds and with the help of the European Investment Bank.”
Mr Begg pointed out that 86% of
the 600,000 jobs created between
1993-2001 were in the domestic
economy.
He expressed concern that the plan
appeared to contain no proposals to
counteract long-term unemployment.
“More than half the people on the
Live Register are now long-term un-

employed. Making the social welfare
regime tougher will not create employment opportunities, nor will cutting wages serve as an incentive to
work.”
Mr Begg expressed disappointment
that the plan had “nothing to say” on
the proposal for a Strategic Investment Bank.
He said that for the longer term,
Ireland must redefine and reshape its
industrial policy for a new era, as opposed to “fiddling with on tax incentives” for rich investors.
“We need a new European focus on
growth. It is painfully evident that
austerity is not working – we need to
start investing and growing the economy again.”

Response to Action Plan for Jobs in full...
1. congress welcomes the launch
of this document as an indication
of the government’s desire to make
employment retention and creation a central objective of policy.
2. however, we believe it suffers
from a number of deficiencies. the
key problem is that the initiatives
are heavily weighted towards supply side initiatives when the real
problem is lack of growth and a
collapse of domestic demand in the
economy.
3. austerity measures, when fully
worked through two more budgets, will see the Irish economy
shrink to four-fifths the size it was
before the crisis. that the economy is continuing to shrink is evidenced by figures in the most
recent central Bank commentary.
GDP is forecast to grow by only
0.5% in 2012 and GnP, a more realistic indicator for Ireland, will decline by 0.6%.
4. a contraction of this magnitude
means jobs will continue to haemorrhage and emigration increase
unless something is done on the
demand side. We have suggested
filling the gap – off balance sheet –
by incentivising investment of private sector pension funds in infrastructural projects. Detailed
proposals have been put to government about how some proportion
of the €73 billion of pension assets
might be leveraged to create jobs
in cooperation with the european
Investment Bank.
5. In his budget speech, the Minister for Finance made reference to
the period between 1993 and 2001
as the most sustained period of job
creation in our history. this is
true. Over 600,000 jobs were created – but 86% were in the domestic economy. Jobs in the export
sector were helped by a 10% deFebruary 2012
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valuation of the Irish Punt within
the exchange rate Mechanism
(erM) and an improving UK economy. these conditions cannot be
recreated so we have to take alternative initiatives to stimulate demand. an enabling set of measures
affecting the supply side of the
economy cannot achieve very

much if demand is missing.
6. there is nothing in the proposals to counteract structural unemployment. More than half of the
people on the Live register are
now long-term unemployed. there
is nothing to be gained by applying
an ever stricter welfare regime
aimed at forcing people into jobs

which don’t exist. similarly, the
obsession with achieving a competitive devaluation of wages only
presses down on domestic demand
even further.
7. Proposals in the document
aimed at increasing the supply of
credit to sMes are welcome.
But ultimately it needs to be
recognised that the banking system
has not had a positive role in providing productive investment. the
state-owned Icc did fill this void
before it was privatised. congress
is therefore disappointed that the
document does not deal with the
issue of a strategic Investment
Bank.
8. congress does not believe that
relying on tax incentives for rich
investors is a sustainable path for
industrial policy. If the euro survives, it will be in the context of
deeper economic and political
union. Ireland needs to begin
reimagining industrial policy in the
light of that reality.
9. Part of that reimagining must involve weaning Irish investors off
their obsession with property and
towards productive assets. Government must find some way to
get entrepreneurs to build indigenous sMes into something bigger
and not sell them off at the first
opportunity. It must seek better
outcomes from the linkages between FDI firms and indigenous
sMes. It must also seek new
sources of comparative advantage
in a world where food and energy
security are becoming more important.
10. the broader european economy is crucial. Ireland must work
to achieve a european-wide growth
strategy similar to that being implemented by President Obama in
the Us.
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no return to ‘sweat industry’

the construction Industry
committee of congress has vowed
to resist any further attempt by
employers to cut wages in the
building industry.
the cIc met with construction
Industry Federation representatives
at the Labour relations’ commission on February 10.
congress industrial officer Fergus
Whelan said the union delegation
had delivered a series of clear
messages to the employers.
“We told them construction
workers had already suffered a 7.5%
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“having wrecked the housing
market for at least a generation.
they are now attempting to wreck
the civil and infrastructural sector of
our industry.
“Building workers and their trade
unions will not allow them to
succeed.”
Meanwhile, sIPtU utilities and
construction division organiser
christy McQuillan has described the
attempt to drive down wages as
“an outrageous attack on workers’
livelihoods”.
Mr McQuillan told Liberty newspa-

TUC: Union reps
save employers
£701m a year

per: “that the cIF would even think
of making a claim to massively
reduce workers’ pay only a year after
a 7.5% cut was introduced to protect
jobs in the industry is completely
unacceptable.”
he said sIPtU would be holding
a countrywide and site-wide
consultation with members over the
coming weeks to inform them of the
threat and added that he was sure
construction workers would support
a “relentless campaign” against the
move.

Anti-union Conservatives
‘completely out of touch’

UNITE general secretary Len
McCluskey has claimed the Tories
are “completely out of touch” with
the public in their renewed attacks
on trades unions.
He pointed to the results of a
Populus Survey, published last
month, that showed that
more than nine in every 10
Labour voters and more
UnIOn presence at work could be saving employers up to
than half – 53% – of Conser£2m a day, a new tUc report has claimed.
vative voters backed the UK
the report, Facility Time for Union Reps: Separating Fact
Labour Party’s close links
from Fiction, published last month, calculated that
with unions. Mr
£701m was saved each year in unionised workMcCluskey said:
places in the UK.
“It proves the
a number of tory backbenchers have reConservatives
cently questioned the amount of facility time
are comafforded to union reps in the public sector.
pletely out
according to the tUc, workplaces which
of touch,
had union representation were safer and
even with
had more productive – and better
most of
trained – workforces.
their own
there were also fewer cases taken to
voters who
employment tribunal. as staff tended to
want
stay in post for longer, employers spent
unions playing a
less on recruitment and retention.
part in this
General secretary Brendan Barber said:
country’s politi“Our research shows that there are huge
cal life.”
benefits to employers – in both the public
He added:
and private sectors – to be had as a result of
“The great
the funding of facility time for union reps.
British public
“successive governments have recognised
rejects Tory
the moral, legal and economic case for
scaremongering
supporting workplace reps – ministers would
about unions
be wise to do likewise and avoid what appear
and holds dear
to be ideologically-driven announcements
the values of
designed to appease right-wing backbenchers.”
decency and
http://www.tuc.org.uk/tucfiles/206/FacilityTimeSeparatingFactfromFiction.pdf
representation.”

Picture: AFL-CIO
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wage cut. this had been supposed to
create and sustain jobs in the industry but all that had been received in
return was unemployment and
reduced dole benefits.”
the cIF was told that workers
would simply not accept any bid to
create a “low-wage, labour-sweating
industry” and turn back the clock to
the 19th century.
Mr Whelan added: “We do not
need fly-by-night house builders
who refuse to pay their workers a
living wage and refuse to finish their
ghost estates.

iCTU warns of loopholes Norway strikes
over Agency Workers Bill
CONGRESS has warned
“loopholes and flaws” in
the Agency Workers’ Bill
could undermine the purpose of the original Agency
Workers Directive as well
as damage existing Irish
equality legislation.
The warning came in a
January 25 briefing by a
delegation from Congress
to the Oireachtas Select
Sub-Committee on Jobs,
Enterprise and Innovation.

nOrWeGIan tra
strike on January 18de unions staged a general
ernment’s move to in protest against their govand agency Worke implement the eU temporary
rs
Mass rallies were Directive into national law.
the country to res held in 40 locations across
Legal affairs officer
ing” – the practice ist the threat of “social dumpworkers on lower of temporarily importing
Esther Lynch, left, claimed
where labour costspay into an area or country
the legislation as drafted
are higher.
Unions claim the eU
could allow “unscrupulous
legisla
loc
al
lab
ou
firms” to undercut
r laws, undercut wotion will undermine
rkers’ rights and
we
ake
n
co
llective agr
“decent employers” and
the norwegian coeements.
worsen working conditions.
nfe
de
ration of trade
She added: “As its stands Unions (LO) has called on the
government to bin
we are not convinced that
the
direc
the Bill meets what should legislative and copperfasten
tion to ensur
be its primary objective of
wages and workinge that
ensuring equality of
tions of temporar condiy workers
treatment for agency
are the same as tho
workers.”
permanent employmse in
ent.

Read full submission on: http://www.ictu.ie/download/pdf/agency_workers_bill_submission.pdf
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Study charts irish poverty levels
Salaries slip calculator

ACCORDING to the TUC, the share of UK GDP going to
pay salaries – the “wages ratio” – has dropped since the
1970s. What should have gone into your pockets has since
then contributed instead to increasing inequality, hefty
boardroom bonuses and eye-popping profits for top
companies.
In 1978, 58% of the wealth created by UK workers
went on wages. Today, it’s just 53.8%. And to add insult to
injury, top earners have taken an ever greater share of
what money there is.
The lowest fifth of earners have seen their wage share
fall seven times faster than the richest fifth. This handy
ready reckoner on the TUC’s Touchstone blog calculates
what your share might be of that “lost” trillion pounds
might be.
http://touchstoneblog.org.uk/2012/01/introducing-the-touchstone-incomes-tracker/

speaking at the launch in Dublin
earlier this month, Dr Micheál
collins, one of the report’s authors,

underlined the importance of establishing this minimum income stand.
he said: “It provides a new bench-
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mark grounded in the lived experience of people, one which complements other poverty measures and
assists in the formation of income
support policies to tackle poverty
and enhance social inclusion at each
stage of the life-cycle.”
Dr collins, a former assistant
professor of economics at trinity,
also claimed the research was useful
in assessing how adequate current
welfare payments were as well as
outlining the challenges faced by
low-income working families.
VPsJ director sr Bernadette
MacMahon, flagging up the importance of the research, warned:
“Failure to ground the national
minimum wage and social welfare
transfers in a tangible measure of
adequacy, such as defined in this
research, means that poverty and
social exclusion will continue to be
a reality in Ireland.”
Picture: PCS

a sIGnIFIcant number of Irish
households that rely on social welfare or the national minimum wage
have insufficient income to lead a
decent life as defined by the Un, a
new study has found.
the report, A Minimum Income
Standard for Ireland, presents the
results of a year-long research
project that sets out the cost of a
minimum standard of living for
individuals and households across
the entire life cycle – from childhood to old age.
the Un-defined minimum essential standard is one that meets a
person’s physical, psychological,
spiritual and social needs.
researchers from trinity college’s Policy Institute produced the
study in association with the Vincentian Partnership for social Justice
and the Department of social
Protection.

PCS chief
hints at
closer ties
with Unite

Pcs general secretary Mark
serwotka, above, has signalled
his interest in forging closer
links with Unite.
he told the Financial Times
last month that while there
were no formal discussions
going on over a merger, he
wanted an “ever closer
developing relationship”.
Both unions signed what
was billed as a “landmark”
agreement in May last year to
work together to fight spending cuts, pension reductions
and government attacks on
jobs.
the accord committed both
unions to set up joint consultations, to co-ordinate action
and to support each other in
disputes.
at the time, a spokesperson
said it reflected both unions’
“shared vision” and intention
to “stand united” to fight the
cuts and campaign for an
“alternative”.
Pcs has just under 300,000
members while Unite boasts
a membership of around
1.5 million.
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Fiscal Compact is worst response
sIPtU has described last month’s Fiscal
compact agreement – enforcing strict
budgetary discipline across the eU – as
the worst possible response to the
economic crisis.
In a grim warning, president Jack
O’connor, left, claimed it amounted to
a contraction in the face of the “most
serious recession since the 1930s”.
the compact’s twin-pronged approach
of cutting public spending and raising taxes
would, he predicted, have a far-reaching
impact on people’s lives.
he said: “It is hard to imagine a worse
response to the challenge of recession and
stagnation. It’s not about stimulating job
creation through investment – it’s actually
the reverse.”
Mr O’connor claimed eU leaders’ talk

of “restructuring” was code for the most
savage assault on gains made by working
people since the second World War.
he added: “It’s about reducing pension
provision, cutting public services, eroding
people’s rights at work and driving down
the cost of labour.”
Meanwhile, etUc general secretary
Bernadette ségol pointed out while the
treaty “might reassure chancellor Merkel’s
political friends” it would do nothing for
the millions of unemployed, poor or
precarious workers “waiting for decisive
support from eU institutions”.
she added: “austerity is killing growth
and jobs. What we really need is a social
compact to give a fresh impetus to the
european Union and restore the confidence of its workers and citizens.”

Ségol: ‘Killing growth’

Single market’s one-way traffic: MEPs vote at EU Parliament but is the institution losing the backing of Europe’s workers? Picture: European Parliament

Support of workers for eU in the balance

the eUrOPean Union could
lose the support of its citizens if
a fair balance is not struck
between business and unions.
this was the warning delivered to Laszlo andor, the eU
commissioner for employment
and social affairs, at the February 10 launch of a new pamplet
Single Market, Equal Rights?
Jointly produced by the tUc
and progressive think-tank Foreign Policy centre, it argues recent european court of Justice
cases have unbalanced the single
market setting out common

DESIGN

do you need your union
publication revamped?

contact us at
braziermedia

@btinternet.com
February 2012
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laws and systems for business
but inconsistent rules on workers’ rights.
this is allowing employers to
drive down wages and working
conditions rather than raising
labour standards in poorer
countries to the level of the
richest.
tUc general secretary Brendan Barber said: "If ordinary
europeans feel that the eU is
about little more than open
markets, tight controls on public
spending and privatisation, then
support for european integra-

tion will collapse just as surely
as night follows day.
“a europe without a strong
social dimension is doomed to
fail.”
FPc policy director adam
hug added: "the eU needs to
balance the needs of businesses
and workers across europe
where proposed increased flexibility for firms is matched by
similar flexibility for workers,
and there is a recognition that
simply reducing people's job security is not a plan to return the
continent to long-term growth."

TRADE unions are organising a
n
wave of protests across Europe
over the new EU stability treaty

later this month.
The February 29 day of action will
highlight the “anti-social, antidemocratic and anti-European”
aspects of the treaty – part of a
series of centrally-driven austerity
agreements endorsed by EU leaders.
UNI Europa regional secretary
Oliver Roethig accused EU government of “driving the European
model against the wall” and vowed
that unions would “mobilise at all
levels” in response.

Unite praise for ESB workers
UnIte members at eBs Building
society have voted by 94% to 6% to
end their industrial action over the
non-payment of christmas bonuses.
Members of staff backed an agreement brokered between the union
and the company at the Labour relations commission earlier this
month.
Praising the “determination” of
Unite members, regional officer
colm Quinlan said: “It was important

to fight back in this instance and
workers who would never have
known what it was like to do so
have been empowered by the reality
that effective protest on the right
arguments can produce the fair
result and the right result.”
Under that deal, half of the disputed 13th month payment withheld
in December will be paid directly to
the staff involved.
a total of €4.8m will be paid by

the company into the staff pension
fund. Management have also given an
undertaking that normal industrial
relations procedures will be adhered
to while eBs staff are integrated into
the larger allied Irish Bank.
regional secretary Jimmy Kelly
claimed the lesson that could be
drawn from the dispute was that
workers “acting together and with
the support of their union” were “a
force to be reckoned with”.
7

Guidelines on coping
with workplace suicide

Begg: Vital workplaces have agreed systems to deal with suicide

cOnGress has given its full backing to
a new publication dealing with suicide in
the workplace.
the guide, titled Breaking the Silence of
Suicide in the Workplace, was co-produced by console and the Irish hospice
Foundation and launched jointly by
IctU and employers’ group IBec.
It is aimed at helping employers
respond appropriately when a workplace is affected by suicide, whether
through the death of an employee or
ex-employee or when a staff member is
affected by its occurrence outside of
the workplace.
More than 500 people take their own
lives in the republic each year and the
impact on those left behind can be
significant and wide-ranging.
the authors hope the guide will
prompt firms to develop compassionate

and competent responses which
balance the needs of the workplace
with those of employees who have been
affected by suicide. General secretary
David Begg, speaking at its January 31
launch, said: “It is vital that the modern
workplace has in place agreed systems
and practices designed to deal with the
aftermath of a death by suicide.
“this guide will help workplaces to
achieve this.”
he noted, however, that a link
between working conditions and suicide
had to be acknowledged – and that
improving condition “can be beneficial
for suicide prevention”.
“this is of particular importance at a
time when working people everywhere
are under enormous pressure and
suffering with the strain of the current
crisis.”

iCTU backs invest plan for Belfast
CONGRESS has given its full
backing to a multi-million
pound investment programme for Belfast.
Assistant general secretary
Peter Bunting praised the
city council-backed plan –
worth £233m over the next
three years – as a welcome
stimulus to the local economy.
A total of £150m will be
invested in capital projects
and a further £75m spent on
city regeneration.
Speaking at the programme launch in Belfast
City Hall on February 2, he
pointed out that austerity
“had not worked and will not
work”. The plan showed that

local government was
attempting “to counter the
shock therapy being applied
from London”.
Mr Bunting, right, said:
“Lack of demand in the
economy can only be countered effectively by policies
which stimulate demand.
“What creates confidence
for workers, consumers,
retailers and employers is a
belief that things will
eventually get better.”
He called on other councils
to follow Belfast City Council’s example “not in a spirit
of competition” but with “an
ethos of co-operation”.
“There is much in this plan
to take inspiration from in

every elected chamber
across Northern Ireland –
the content and ethos of this
investment programme and
the spirit of its conception
and delivery.”
This was, he said, “an
essential first step” along
the road to recovery, but
warned, “there are many
more to take”.

ITF calls on governments to ratify
ILO’s Work in Fishing convention
THE International Transport Workers Federation
have issued a new guide
setting out the key provisions of the ILO Work in
Fishing Convention.
Welcoming the move,
Ken Fleming, ITF co-ordinator for Ireland and
Britain, called on governments to ratify the
convention.
The convention, drafted
in 2007, cannot come into
effect until it is ratified by
10 member states – eight
of which must have coastlines.
He said: “Recent
tragedies in Irish waters

have highlighted the need
for the convention to be
ratified by the Irish
government as soon as
possible.
“Unfortunately efforts
by the ITF to secure the
voluntary co-operation of
the Irish fishing industry
in improving standards
have not been successful.”
The convention sets out,
among other provisions,
minimum wage provisions,
rest periods, and crewing
levels as well as underlining the need for signed
employment agreements
and adequate food and
accommodation

Jon Whitlow, ITF fisheries section secretary,
added: “Commercial
fishing is one of the most
dangerous and unregulated types of work there
is. The ILO Work in Fishing Convention 2007 aims
to ensure that fishers
worldwide have access to
decent working and living
conditions.
“This publication is
intended to assist unions,
their members, and
anyone else interested in
improving the lives and
safety conditions of those
working in this often
dangerous industry.”

Download the new ITF guide at: www.itfglobal.org/infocentre/pubs.cfm/detail/33050

TRADE UNION TV

GET THE LATEST REPORTS FROM THE
FRONT LINE AND THE SHOP FLOOR...
http://www.youtube.com/user/TradeUnionTVIreland#p/u/0/ATDACnrvRqg
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LrA talks &
reballot in
ni Primark
dispute
UsDaW has temporarily lifted
its threat to take industrial action at Primark stores in the
north following an agreement
by the company to attend talks
at the Labour relations agency.
the union is also to re-ballot
its 700 members at Primark
after it was advised that a
technical oversight in the
original ballot left the union
open to a legal challenge.
Last month, Usdaw members
voted 93% to 7% in favour of
taking industrial action at
Primark’s attempt to impose
a pay freeze for the second
year in a row.
It is understood Primark
bosses were verbally informed
of the result on the day the ballot closed, but was not immediately confirmed in writing – an
oversight that could have later
led to a legal challenge.
Usdaw area organiser nicola
scarborough said: “Industrial
action is obviously a last resort
and one our members would
prefer not to have to take, but
they do want Primark to treat
them fairly and recognise the
contribution they are making to
the company’s success.
“the oversight in the first
ballot is regrettable but the new
ballot will ensure the union and
its members are legally
protected should any industrial
action prove necessary.”

Million
voices
say ‘go!’
to union
bashing
US Gov
ANTI-UNION state governor Scott Walker is to face
Wisconsin voters again – just
over a year after taking
office.
It follows an unprecedented Recall Walker
campaign organised by
ordinary Wisconsinites
angered by the senior
Republican’s drive to curtail
bargaining rights in the state.
Activists claim Walker –
who will be only the third
governor ever to be
recalled – has also gutted
education and health care
locally as well as passing one
of the most extreme voter
suppression laws in the US.
Organisers had to gather
over 540,000 signatures to
force a recall but in the event

iMPACT asks
minister to
review move
on licensing

managed to secure more
than a million names.
A total of 152,000 pages of
signatures were handed into
the Wisconsin Government
Accountability Board in the
state capital Madison on

January 17. Speaking as the
boxes were delivered, Phil
Neuenfeldt, president of
Wisconsin AFL-CIO, said:
“This is how democracy
works. This is the people’s
voice.”
Pictures:TWU
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IMPact has written to Leo
Varadkar, the republic’s transport minister, asking him to
review a government decision
to centralise driver licensing to
a national body, the road safety
authority.
the union, which represents
more than 200 staff working in
the sector, wants the service to
be retained locally.
national secretary Peter
nolan claimed there was no
public demand in favour of
centralisation and that no cost
benefit analysis had been
carried out into the proposal.
he said: “Local authorities are
far more responsive to community needs, and we have already
seen the difficulties that can
occur when services are taken
out of the hands of local
authorities, most recently with
the Dublin bin service.
“communities throughout
the country will not be better
served by this change, and
it seriously needs to be
reviewed.”
9

ICTU slams minister’s ‘shut up’ jibe
contained in stormont’s Programme
for Government. Mr Wilson said: “If
they [unions] haven’t anything positive
to say, then they should shut up.
"this kind of negative talk about
what might happen undermines all the
good work people are doing across
northern Ireland."
reacting to the comments, congress
assistant general secretary Peter
Bunting said IctU was not interested
in engaging in a “pointless rhetorical
bun fight” with Mr Wilson.
rather it was interested in the
northern Ireland executive “formulating policies which are humane and
evidence-based”.

Mr Bunting encouraged journalists
and members of the public to “read
what is freely available” on government
websites and decide for themselves
“who is scaremongering and who is
throwing up flak”.
he added: “We urge the northern
Ireland executive to develop policies,
based on the best available evidence,
which can act as a realistic counter to
the austerity ideology of the chancellor.
“If ministers feel upset at the fiscal
situation they are in, they should turn
their anger on the persons and policies
which are really responsible for state
we are in.”

Pictures: Laura Hutton/Photocall Ireland

Wilson: Criticised unions

cOnGress has hit back at stormont
finance minister sammy Wilson after
he slammed unions for undermining
confidence in the northern Ireland
economy with their “negative
talk”.
Mr Wilson, speaking on radio Ulster,
was reacting to IctU claims, made last
month, that 26,000 public sector jobs
could go in the north by 2017.
the figures came from data
compiled by the tUc as well as
projections made by the UK Office of
Budget responsibility.
congress had highlighted that this
figure effectively cancelled out hopes
for the creation of 25,000 new jobs

NUJ protest outside Hungarian Embassy in Dublin was joined by Congress vice president
Patricia King, second row centre. NUJ vice president Barry McCall, right, hands in letter
expressing union’s concern at media censorship

nUJ blasts attack on free media in hungary

the nUJ has called on the Irish
government to “show leadership”
at european level in a bid to end
the attack on civil liberties in
hungary.
Vice president Barry Mccall
handed in a letter expressing the
union’s concern at the recent clampdown on media freedom to the

hungarian embassy in Dublin on
February 10.
he was accompanied by congress
vice president Patricia King, officers
of the nUJ’s Irish executive council
led by cathaoirleach Gerry curran,
séamus Dooley, Irish secretary, and
International Federation of Journalists delegate ronan Brady.

the european Federation of
Journalists has described the situation in hungary as a “perfect storm”
that threatens “the future of independent journalism there”.
speaking on the steps of the
embassy in Fitzwilliam Place,
Mr Mccall said: “the freedoms
which are supported to be at the

heart of the eU continue to be
undermined in hungary.
“Ireland, through the minister for
foreign affairs, must show leadership
on this issue.
“We still retain our influence and
our moral authority to speak on
issues of fundamental importance to
all the citizens of europe.”

A TRADE UNION PUB FOR TRADE UNIONISTS
Lunches served Mon - Sat 12pm - 3pm
Talking bowls served Fri & Sat 3.30pm - 6pm
Live music 6 nights per week
Monthly art exhibitions
The best choice of local &
worldwide beers in the city
No TVs or gaming machines

REAL BEER • REAL FOOD • REAL MUSIC • REAL PEOPLE
THE JOHN HEWITT 51 Donegall Street, Belfast BT1 2FH. 028 90233768
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Closing rural post offices can
‘deconstruct’ communities
and is being destroyed
piece by piece. The
problem is when you
deconstruct the
community, people lose
a sense of connectiveness.”
Mr McGann called on
the government to do
more to protect vital
local services.
He added: “It’s all too
easy for the government to wash their

Pictures: CAW

THE closure of rural
post offices in the
Republic is tearing
the heart out of local
communities, it has
been claimed.
Irish Post Masters
Union general secretary
Brian McGann made the
comments at a public
meeting in Kill, Co
Waterford, last month.
He said: “The community is under threat

hands and say they have
a commercial mandate
but the government is a
shareholder.
“We need the post
office to be supported
by putting more business through it.
“Put motor tax
renewals, water charges
and household tax into
the post office and
make it more economically sustainable.”

Unite talks call
over print move

CAW chief’s fury at ‘callous’
closure of lock-out plant
canaDIan auto Workers union
president Ken Lewenza has
slammed as “callous” caterpillar’s
sudden closure of its electroMotive plant in London, Ontario.
the February 3 move comes just
a month after the machinery manfacturer locked out more than 460
caW members from the factory.
Days before, caterpillar – who
bought over electro-Motive in June
2010 – walked away from talks after
tabling a take-it-or-leave it offer that
would have slashed wages and benefits in half and closed the pension
plan.
employees simply refused to
stomach a cut from $35 to $16.50 in
their hourly pay. since then, the
plight of the locomotive workers has
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become headline news in canada.
and more than 10,000 workers and
supporters turned out for a January 21 day of action against corporate greed in London.
Mr Lewenza. left, fumed: "caterpillar had no intention of keeping
this plant open.
“From day one, we believed that
caterpillar was trying to provoke
a crisis, by forcing deep cuts that
were not possible,
"Our members would have
happily continued working under
the previous conditions, but that
wasn't enough for this incredibly
profitable company."
caterpillar has just announced
$4.9 billion in annual profits – the
highest in its 86-year history.

UNITE has sought immediate
talks with Independent News
and Media’s Northern Ireland
chief Michael Brophy over
plans to shift production of
the Belfast Telegraph to
Newry, with the loss of 24 jobs
on the day shift in Belfast.
It follows a February 8
meeting of staff from both its
Belfast and Newry production
departments at which Unite
members voiced their total
opposition to the move.
Regional industrial organiser
Stephen Macauley claimed
workers from both sites were
united in their determination
to save jobs at the Telegraph’s
historic Royal Avenue site.
He said: “We are opposed to
the fact that 140 years of
history is going to be broken
up at the expense of workers
who have remained loyal
through thick and thin.”

Pay freeze
after cold
beer ruling
In What wags would call probably the
worst judgment in the world, a
Lithuanian court has declared beer an
“essential service”, effectively scuppering workers at a local carlsberg
brewery taking strike action.
Members of the Lithuanian trade
Union of Food Producers at the plant
voted in favour of strike action last
June in support of their demand for a
decent collective agreement.
that same month, the district court
in Klaipeda suspended the strike for
30 days because it determined that
beer was “vitally essential”.
the union successfully appealed this,
but last august the strike was ruled
illegal by a regional court based on the
fact that employees were paid more
than the market level.
according to reports, carlsberg has
since indicated it will freeze wages for
three years.
the issue has become bogged down
in the courts and the union is appealing the decision.
11
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GenerAL STrike BeLGiUM

Fired-up Belgian workers take
to streets in anti-austerity strike
BeLGIUM’s unions joined together
to stage a country-wide general
strike last month – the first in
nearly 20 years.
the January 30 action brought
together unions from the FGtBaBVV, csc-acV, and acLVB
confederations in a massive show
of strength.
the transport network – rail,
bus and trams – came to a halt and
many schools and shops closed
down for the day. Factory production across the country was also
heavily impacted as was shipping
traffic at the port of antwerp.
the strike was called over the
coalition government’s plans to
raise the effective

pension age for workers along with
a number of other austerity measures – part of an effort to save
€11.3bn.
In January, the socialist-led
government – which also includes
pro-business Liberals and centreright christian Democats –
angered unions by bowing to
pressure from the european
commission in freezing another
€1.3bn in spending.
FGtB general secretary anne
Demelenne claimed workers had
taken to the streets to underline
the fact that “austerity is not
inevitable”.
Writing in the tUc Touchstone
blog, she said: “Belgian unions
believe that instead of austerity, we
need a plan for jobs to create qual-

ity and sustainable employment as
well as to roll
back anti-social pension
and welfare
benefit
reform.”
the Belgian Demelenne: We
need plan for jobs
government
and employers must, she added,
take into account the impact austerity will have on the “reality of
workers’ lives”. “We need wages to
keep up with inflation, thus protecting purchasing power.”
Ms Demelenne also emphasised
the need for investment in public
services “since we all need teachers,
firefighters and nurses”.

Small dip
in jobless
figures is
‘no comfort’
cOnGress has insisted that
“no comfort” can be drawn
from the small drop in numbers
signing on to the Live register
in the republic last month and
claimed it was almost certainly
due to increasing emigration
and declining labour force
participation.
according to figures released
by the central statistics Office,
there was a 3,200 drop in January with the unemployment
rate dipping slightly from 14.3%
to 14.2%.
economic adviser Paul
sweeney said: “We can take no
comfort from these figures. the
level of unemployment in
Ireland is so high that it really is
a national emergency.
“and the growing numbers of
long-term unemployed revealed
in the csO data – up by a
substantial 24,000 in just one
year – is very worrying.”
he pointed out that the
government now had a “real
opportunity” in its forthcoming
Jobs Initiative to tackle joblessness in a “bold and dramatic
manner”.
Mr sweeney added: “crucially, it must address the steep
decline in domestic demand,
now at 75% of its level it was at
just four years ago. It is only by
reversing the collapse in
domestic demand that jobs will
return to the Irish economy.”

Joblessness
‘permanent
scar’ on Uk

tUc general secretary Brendan
Barber has warned mass unemployment risks becoming a
“permanent scar” on the UK.
he was speaking after unemployment figures released on
January 18 showed that 1,300
more people were joining the
dole each day towards the end
of last year.
Mr Barber said: “these
figures are even worse than the
bleak economic forecasts
predicted – with new records
achieved for youth and female
unemployment.
“the fear is now that mass
joblessness becomes a permanent scar on the UK.
“the news for those in work
isn't great either, with pay
growth falling and more people
having to move to into part-time
and insecure self-employment.
“We are in the midst of a full
blown jobs crisis that is causing
misery for millions and ruining
any chance of an economic
recovery.
“Ministers must start putting
forward bold solutions, starting
with a job guarantee for any
young person out of work for
six months.”
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Every wipe
of his eyes
takes Talla
closer to
blindness

©Jenny Matthews/Sightsavers

Talla is just five. He has trachoma, a painful eye disease which
can lead to a lifetime of blindness. Repeated infections cause
the eyelashes to turn inwards and slowly and painfully every
blink damages the eye and leads to blindness. Trachoma can
be treated effectively in its early stages with a course
of ointment costing just 50p –
but for millions of people
this is still too much.
If, like Sightsavers, you believe that nobody should go blind
needlessly from trachoma, river blindness or cataract,
please make a donation today to support our eye care work
in some of the most deprived communities in the world.

Euro donations, please call 1850 50 20 20 or visit www.sightsavers.ie
Sterling donations, please call 0800 089 20 20 or visit www.sightsavers.org
Please quote ICTU. Thank you!
Registered charity numbers 207544 and SC038110
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eDUCATiOn

ICTU signs partnership deal with NWRC
Picture: Kevin Cooper/Photoline

nOrth West regional college
has signed a new partnership
agreement with the northern
Ireland committee of congress
and will now act as the sole
provider of education programmes for union reps in the
north.
It the only college to be so
designated in the UK.
Welcoming the move, Dr
stephen Farry, stormont
minister for employment and
learning, said he hoped the
partnership would be “long and
productive”.

congress runs a wide range
of programmes to up-skill and
further educate union representatives, health and safety
reps, union learning reps,
equality reps, and disability
champions.
nWrc principal and chief
executive seamus Murphy said
the partnership would allow
union reps to access “high quality tailored courses”.
he added that the college
was committed to providing
programmes that “respond flexibly to the educational and

training needs of its students”.
congress assistant general
secretary Peter Bunting, left,
speaking at the January 25
launch in Belfast, underlined
that well-trained unions made a
huge contribution to “efficient
and rewarding workplaces”.
he added: “We can develop a
more sustainable economy with
programmes such as this which
involve workers, employers,
government and trade unions.”
Full details of the partnership
can be found by visiting
www.nwrc.ac.uk/tusall

Small schools protest outside Dail

U-turn plea on small school cuts
the Irish national teachers’
Organisation has called on ruairi
Quinn, the republic’s minister for
education and skills, to think again
about cuts to the budget allocation
for small primary schools.
General secretary sheila nunan
claimed the move – which will see
up to a 100 schools each losing a
teacher in 2012 – will hugely
increase class sizes.
she pointed out that it could
mean five or six additional pupils in
single classrooms where two, three
or four age groups were being
INTO’s Sheila Nunan has called on
taught along with special needs
Minister Quinn to think again on cuts

children. Ms nunan also pointed
out the staffing changes would be
applied retrospectively.
she said: “next year’s teacher
allocation will be given to schools
on the basis of pupil enrolment last
september.
“Last september, a school with
50 pupils could have expected
three teachers next year. the
budget changes mean that school
will only have two teachers.”
Meanwhile, IntO president
noreen Flynn, addressing a protest
outside Leinster house by small
school communities on February 1,

said the Department of education
and skills should recognise that a
programme of amalgamation had
already taken place.
her union had, she added,
flagged up alternatives to closures
or amalgamations such as repopulating existing rural schools rather
than constantly expanding larger
schools in urban areas.
“schools of minority denominations and Irish medium schools
should also be treated with
particular sensitivity over
proposed amalgamations. this
budget does not do that.”

BOBBy Gourley embodied the spirit
of the trade union movement which
he was involved with from his first
day of work.
When Bobby retired in 2005 after
23 years leading the Usdaw union in
northern Ireland, he described his
years of service as a “roller-coaster
ride.”
Before taking the helm at Usdaw,
Bob was active with the engineering
union aeUW, eventually becoming
convenor at the IcI plant in carrickfergus.
Bobby was a long-time activist for
peace and the unity of workers, and
during the Ulster Workers’ council
14

strike in 1974
joined the thentUc leader Len
Murray in the
“back to work”
march to Belfast
shipyard.
Bobby also
served on the
IctU executive
committee and
was chair of the
northern Ireland committee of the
IctU in 2003 when he spoke at the
rally held in august 2002 after the
murders of a catholic teenager,
Gerald Lawlor, and a Protestant

Picture: ATL

Bob Gourley: Fearless opponent of bigotry
worker, David caldwell.
addressing several thousand
people in front of Belfast city hall,
Bob said: “the evil purveyors of
bigotry have declared war on us all
and wished to ensure that the legacy
of hatred continued.
“sectarianism kills all of us and we
must all fight against sectarianism at
every opportunity – in our workplaces, societies, clubs, as well as in
our immediate and extended
families.”
It is a measure of Bob’s open mind
that he had no qualms, as a longserving part-time member of the
UDr, when he accompanied me to

an all-Ireland Gaa football final
in croke Park. Bobby was also a
founder member of the Progressive
Unionist Party and was a staunch
supporter of the IctU’s anti-sectarian work.
his bravery in confronting bigotry
was matched by his sense of mischief.
you always walked away from a chat
with Bobby with a smile on your
face.
If we can emulate that bravery in
our future struggles against bigotry,
Bob will have the legacy which he
richly deserves.
Peter Bunting, ICTU
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SiPTU

Lift recruit
embargo,
Dr reilly

sIPtU has called on Dr James reilly,
the republic’s health minister, to lift
the recruitment embargo to help ease
an “already overburdened” health
service.
the call came as 3,500 health workers across all grades are set to leave
the health service by the end of the
month.
Paul Bell, the union’s health division
organiser, said: “the impact of these
staff losses will place further stress on
an already overburdened service and
may in some cases lead to issues of
concern in terms of safe patient care.”
Insisting that sIPtU’s concerns
were not “scaremongering”, he added:
“It is clear the national health provider
is not in a position to sustain a critical
service with some 1,700 nurses across
the various disciplines – from maternity, acute, paediatric and from the
mental health and psychiatric services – leaving areas which are already
starved of resources.”

Uni GLOBAL UniOn

re-set our
economies

UnI Global Union chief Philip Jennings has called for a “re-setting” of
the current economic model, which
he insisted, had now run its course.
he made the comments at last
month’s World economic Forum in
Davos, switzerland.
Mr Jenning warned delegates that
social cohesion would be shattered
unless there was a change of direction from austerity-led policies towards an emphasis on creating new
jobs.
eurozone governments were playing with “political gunpowder” which
increased the risks of major social unrest in developed economies.
he said: “austerity measures have
failed to create growth. human capital is the key to recovery. ceO pay is
out of control and is having a negative
effect on the chances of recovery.
“the winner-takes-all society for
the benefit of the few is leading to insecurity and inequality and destroying
social cohesion.”

UNION MAGS
NEwSPAPERS
yOU CAN
CONTROL THE
MEANS OF
PRODUCTION!

YOUR
CONCERN
WORKS

Concern’s pioneering partnerships
in many of the world’s poorest
countries have empowered
communities to understand and
address malnutrition, significantly
reducing mortality rates in children
under five. Life transforming work
like this is made possible through
the support of people like you.
See how you can put your concern
to work at www.concern.net.

www.concern.net

FIND OUT HOw...

braziermedia@btinternet.com
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CONGRESS general
has warned Taoiseachsecretary David Begg
EU/ECB/IMF Troika Enda Kenny that the
“social laboratory” is using Ireland as a
to test out its economic
policies.
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